
Unlock the power of the moment

De wereld wordt steeds complexer. Mensen 
hebben steeds meer te kiezen en steeds meer 
invloed. Als Kantar TNS helpen we onze 
klanten bij het ontsluiten van momenten 
met buitengewone potentie.

De afgelopen maanden hebben verschillende 
experts van Kantar TNS hun visie gegeven over 
het vinden van nieuwe momenten van groei. Deze 
inzichten zijn samengevat in een serie artikelen 
over de kansen in verschillende sectoren en 
productcategorieeën om groei te vinden in de 
momenten die er bij de consument echt te doen. 
Daarnaast zijn er voorbeelden uit binnen- en 
buitenland van merken die nu al inspelen op deze 
momenten.
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The moment...you can have your beer 
and drink it too

April 2017

Weeknight drinks with friends and colleagues are 
often a welcome release after the weekly grind. 
And they’re hard to turn down - the moment your 
laptop closes at the end of a long day feels like the 
perfect time to unwind with a drink. But that day’s 
end drink can also distract from a self-promised 
gym-session, curb a good night’s (sober) sleep, 
and put a strain on the wallet.

Indeed, Global Monitor by Kantar Futures finds that 
78% of beer drinkers around the world are either trying 
to improve their health, or agree they need to. This 
points to an opportunity which brands are taking note 
of.

However, making a change isn’t that simple - 
especially for men.

In a fiercely competitive beer market, brewers are 
increasingly innovating with non or low-alcoholic 
product lines. Men, in groups or pairs, are the fastest 

growing segment, driven by health or economic 
concerns. However, many don’t want to advertise 
they’re drinking NABLABs, feeling embarrassed 
and torn between their desire to cut back on their 
alcohol intake and their fear of being seen to do 
so. Moments of doubt and the fear of social 
stigma mean many are still eschewing NABLABs 
for traditional beers.

In an extremely competitive and innovative market, 
some beer brands are seizing the opportunity to cater 
to these diversifying drink choices and address this 
tension. Household names such as Heineken, German 
brand Erdinger, and BrewDog, a leading craft beer in 
the UK are now offering up no or very low alcohol 
versions that look and taste much like their alcoholic 
counterparts, whilst extolling the virtues of just what’s 
inside that bottle (rather than apologising for what’s 
not).
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The moment for NABLABs to go mainstream is 
upon us, the question is: can brands sell bottles 
without the booze and the stigma? 

From distress purchase to a proud choice

1. Focus on new opportunities

Alcohol, its benefits and limitations will be familiar to 
your target audience. The moment you take your first 
refreshing taste of a beer on a hot day, coupled with 
the relaxing effect of the post-work drink, are visceral 
experiences people will likely already be familiar with. 
As will the pain of a hangover, or the logistical 
nightmare of getting home via public transport late at 
night. However, with a new product comes new 
possibilities. Why should marketing for NABLABs be 
bound by appealing to the same moments as an 
alcoholic beer?  Go beyond the usual messages of the 
parent brand and targeting new moments not 
traditionally associated with beer. By creating a new 
brand purpose, you can position it as a great 
alternative - not a poor cousin.

2. Optimise your brand style

Point of sale is a key moment for the NABLAB 
category: not everyone will be ready to discuss or 
defend their choice of NABLAB to their friends. As 
with all products, smart imagery and the look and 
feel of the brand make all the difference and dictate 
whether something feels right. For those that want 
to moderate their alcohol consumption with 
minimum fuss, subtle, compatible packaging can 
allay fears about looking out of place and overcome 
barriers at the moment of purchase.

German beer brand Erdinger has started 
positioning their 0% beer as a post-sport isotonic 
refresher, creating a new moment where their 
customers could enjoy it: as a post-sport thirst 
quencher and recovery aid.

Beck’s are well aware of the fact that the best laid 
plans can come undone in a moment of doubt. In this 
case the moment of doubt was differentiated 
packaging that clearly highlighted the drinker was 
holding a non-alcoholic beer. They’ve recently 
changed their Blue 0% packaging to remove the blue 
neck foil. Now, the beer looks almost identical to a 
regular Beck’s with a hand wrapped around the 
bottle, allowing the drinker to hide it if necessary.

3. Make it timely

A single purchase decision is influenced by a 
multitude of moments. Timely messages that 
reinforce the benefits of not drinking can be 
powerful motivators or nudges in the face of social 
pressure. No, or low alcohol drinks can enhance time 
with friends or loved ones, or help drinkers stay true 
to health commitments. Understanding your 
audience, so you get the right message to the right 
person at the right moment, via the right 
touchpoints will reinforce your message. 
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Heineken’s “Moderate Drinkers Wanted” advert 
promotes sober men as “heroes”, reminding men that 
drunkenness isn’t always a turn on.

An experience unlimited by alcohol

NABLABs are ready to become viable alternatives to 
regular alcoholic beers, with many added benefits. In 
a category traditionally dominated by alcohol 
content, beer manufacturers face a challenge to 
make their products acceptable. They must first 
identify the moment that a person might decide to 
choose their product, to understand who these new 
products will appeal to and why. Understanding 
these momentary decisions will allow them to 
identify new and potentially previously untapped 
audiences and opportunities. Brands that optimise 
their product offering can take advantage of these 
moments of growth, and overcome barriers to 
adoption. By activating around these moments: 
brands can adapt their messaging to talk about 
benefits beyond alcohol content and allowing the 
customer the freedom to act as consumer or brand 
advocates at will.

Brands with an unapologetic positioning, who play to 
the possibilities the products create and understand 
the pressures on their audience in the moment, will 
reap the benefits.

Chris Knibbs,
FMCG & Retail Director, 
Kantar TNS UK.

Chris is an IPD and Brand specialist who has worked 
extensively with alcoholic drinks clients for over 10 years 
and is a leading expert in the category, both in the UK 
and globally.

Discover how brands are unlocking the power of the 
moment to find new growth opportunities – Sign up to get 
the latest insights from Kantar TNS.

Innis & Gunn launched ‘Innis & None’ to coincide with 
2017’s Dry January, a moment when many men are 
open to curbing their alcohol intake.
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The moment that… insurance started 
working for people

May 2017

We live in an ‘on-demand’ economy, with goods 
and services designed to arrive at lightning speed 
for virtually all of life’s moments. That moment 
you need a taxi? An Uber is 2 minutes away. 
Hungry right now? Deliveroo will bring your 
favourite meal to your door in under an hour. 
Need to pay an overdue bill? Do it via your bank’s 
smartphone app on your commute.

We want things now, and we’re used to getting our 
way. This desire for instant gratification is even hard 
wired into our psyche, psychologists call it ‘future 
discounting’. We simply value things that gratify us in 
the short term over those that deliver value in the 
long term (ask any smoker, or after work drinker if 
you don’t believe us).

What does this mean then, for a product such as 
insurance? A product with an intangible and 
indefinite benefit? For years, the insurance market 
relied on complex products sold through instilling a 
sense of fear about the future. Couple this with low 
consumer engagement rates and a traditionally slow 
rate of innovation and you have a product category 
ripe for disruption.

In a world that’s truly on-demand, changing by the 
second, and where people live in the moment (not in 
the future), insurance brands in particular must 
adapt quicker than ever to stay relevant. Doom and 
gloom stories are the traditional marketing tactic to 
sell insurance plans for a reason: they’re designed to 
elicit an emotional response (fear). But fear led 
purchases don’t always foster brand loyalty. Insurers 
need to go beyond using fear and think about how to 
build deeper, emotional relationships with customers. 
Fear can be resolved emotionally in a number of ways 
and insurers should consider how to tap into the right 
emotion in their communications.

So how can such a daunting product become less 
fearful and more relevant to their customer’s daily 
lives, useful, and even aspirational?

Focus on today, not the future 

Insurance brands are starting to find moments that 
help customers today rather than to protect against 
future misfortune.
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Manulife in Hong Kong flipped traditional insurance 
selling on its head to appeal to younger people by 
helping them to live healthier lifestyles. Providing a 
wearable device to encourage people to move more 
and be more active, Manulife offers rewards oriented 
around those with the most active lifestyles. They’ve 
driven growth in customer loyalty by taking an active 
interest in improving their customer’s well-being and 
reaching out to a younger audience who are typically 
not too concerned with insurance products.  

Manulife Move playfully promotes fitness 
benefits in a youthful and lively campaign that 
brings to life the benefit of being fit and healthy 
today, not tomorrow...

Cuvva discovered a moment that was still underserved 
in the insurance market: when you need to borrow a 
friend’s car for an hour and their insurance plan doesn’t 
cover you. Or, you own a car but just need it for surf 
trips on weekends. Cuvva offers flexible car insurance 
products within a market that traditionally only operates 
under strict annual policies. They recognised a potential 
moment of tension in the customer journey when 
customers have to call the insurer to adjust the policy. 
They addressed this by developing an app that enables 
their customers to adjust the policy instantly.

Today, as our technology devices begin to seamlessly 
integrate into daily tasks, insurance brands have a 
unique opportunity to use in the moment data to 
predict and even prevent future life scenarios. 
Providing customers with a fitness tracker gives the 
insurer valuable data to help them offer lower 
premiums to people who keep the most active. This 
motivates customers to stay more healthy and also 
means less pay-outs for the insurer in the long run, a 
win-win. 

Be ‘On-Demand’

Advancements in technology are creating a 
plethora of new product opportunities. Leading 
the market with on-demand products could give 
the competitive edge that comes with giving 
people the option to make convenient, in the 
moment purchases. Those already leading the 
way include:

The moment of researching and buying insurance for 
your life, car or house can be loaded with tension. Brolly 
is a new “personal insurance concierge”, designed to 
cater to the complex and arduous process of product 
purchase or renewal. Powered by AI, Brolly is built to 
meet customers’ varying insurance needs and help 
simplify them at the moment of purchase, resulting in a 
hassle-free experience.
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An experience unlimited by alcohol

New technology and fast moving lifestyles mean we 
now need easier ways for insurance to help us 
prepare for, predict and prevent life’s uncertainties. 
Though these uncertainties historically activate the 
benefits of an insurance product, the changing 
market means insurers are now uniquely positioned 
to create new products that find and connect with 
many moments in their customer’s daily lives.

Connecting consumers with the long and short term 
benefits of an insurance product, and expanding 
services so that they are relevant and visceral (relate 
to the “now” moment) will help increase brand 
visibility, trust and loyalty and help to retain 
customers’ longer term.

Insurance companies exist for those superhero 
moments, right? When life goes wrong, an insurance 
plan’s purpose - to save the day - is realised and 
helps dissolve a stressful emergency. But people tend 
to avoid thinking about the worst case scenario, or 
do not consider that the worst could happen to them 
personally. This means that insurance brands are not 
often top of their customer’s mind unless they need 
to make a claim.

To reinvigorate customer loyalty and increase falling 
market share, Direct Line focused on the moment 
when something actually does go wrong and 
produced an imaginative video series starring Pulp 
Fiction’s Harvey Keitel positioning the brand as a 
heroic “fixer” of life emergencies. They even 
incorporated a twitter campaign with real-life 
“fixers” to find and help people in actual 
emergencies. Showing off the benefits using case-
by-case scenarios meant they could also highlight 
specific elements of their premium cover products 
and show them working in action. 

In choosing to ‘hook’ their customers by arousing 
imagination with real life scenarios and not just the 
usual price and cover differentiation, Direct Line 
connected with their customers on an emotional 
level and increased their market share in a fiercely 
competitive market.

We live in the moment: so must our insurance 

Kim Tyler,
Associate Director – Financial Services and 
Technology, Kantar TNS UK.

Kim works with financial services providers to uncover 
emerging consumer-driven trends including changing 
protection needs in the UK and globally.

Discover how brands are unlocking the power of the 
moment to find new growth opportunities – Sign up to 
get the latest insights from Kantar TNS
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The moment that… travelling got 
personal

May 2017

Sipping sun-glistening cocktails between lazy 
palms in Mallorca. Barging slowly past 
picturesque villages on a spring day in Holland. 
Holiday moments are timeless. And the travel 
sector has always sold them neatly bundled, 
capturing the imagination of escape-seeking 
consumers.

As digital technology revolutionises how people plan 
and book holidays, the travel industry has evolved to 
capture the power of the moment more than ever 
before.

Key information about flights, hotels, and pre-
packaged holidays, which were previously the 
domain of travel agents, are now available at the 
click of a button.

Digital technology opens up a whole new catalogue 
of touchpoints for travel brands to tap into. Planning 
a holiday now requires navigating the complex 
online world of flight price fluctuations, personalised 
accommodation and peer-reviewed restaurants. 
Brands can now influence people’s decision-making 
process at many moments in time, if they can 
understand how to seize the power of the moment.

Travelling is already teeming with special life 
moments: from planning a special trip with a loved 
one, to the breath-taking vista at the end of a long 
hike, to the luxury chocolate on your hotel room 
pillow.

Savvy travel brands understand that not all these 
moments are equal and unlocking the moments that 
matter most during the customer journey can create 
new sales and strengthen brand equity. Companies 
that have evolved to take this people-centric 
approach are thriving in a complicated new travel 
world.  

What can we learn from those doing it right?

Some form of human interaction can often be 
important during holiday planning and can make a 
crucial difference at the point of purchase. A 
challenge for brands is pinpointing exactly when and 
how people want personal guidance and advice. The 
more important the holiday (that big trip of the 
year), the more critical human touch points across 
different platforms become.

What does the new world of travel mean for 
brands?

Keep it personal
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KLM Airlines successfully attuned their social strategy 
to support people with human intervention and drive 
a competitive advantage:

Travel dominates the online shopping world

Our Connected Life study shows that flights are the 
most bought category online: 78% of us have done it 
across the globe. Accordingly, travel is a much loved 
and discussed topic on online, making social a huge 
opportunity for brands to helpfully join conversations 
already happening near the point of purchase.

But... it’s important to caution that especially in 
Western markets, brands that get too personal can be 
seen as intrusive. KLM strikes the right balance because 
it has anticipated moments in the flight-booking 
journey where customers might need a helpful hand, 
not an annoying prod.

The KLM approach works because they’ve understood 
exactly when and how their customers need personal 
touches and made use of the right tools (Twitter and 
CRM) to offer support the moment it’s needed.  

KLM customers can link their flight booking to their 
social profiles, allowing KLM to easily reference a 
traveller’s flight if they tweet a question or problem. 
The airline’s page even gives an estimated resolution 
time every 5 minutes.

Aboard the plane, flight attendants are armed 
with iPads that display enquiries from 
passengers. Being able to anticipate a 
passenger’s needs in advance and respond to it 
immediately eases a moment of tension and 
turns it into a positive experience. Because of this 
personalised approach KLM passengers are more 
likely to be brand ambassadors.

Having the power to plan trips in the digital world 
means people are now opting to use multiple brands 
and services instead of just one when they travel. 
Forward-thinking companies are starting to expand 
their services so that they can anticipate the steps 
along a traveller’s path and offer something that might 
be entirely different but complementary to their core 
‘product’.

This is why AirBnB created, ‘AirBnB Experiences’, telling 
users to “seek out your passion.” Usually focused only 
on brokering accommodation between homeowners 
and vacationers, AirBnB identified an important 
moment – the question of what to do after ‘check-in’ – 
and met it with an experience-led offer.

KLM cleverly positioned their Twitter account as a 
“hub” on their CRM model and boldly channelled a 
number of personal services through the site, making 
them easier to access quickly than most travel brands.

Become a part of the whole holiday experience

In a similar vein, Headwater has tweaked their core 
holiday package to offer help and guidance at key 
moments. A self-guided vineyard cycling tour in France 
wraps up several adventurous experiences under one 
brand, leaving their customers feeling both free and 
taken care of. By smartly positioning themselves as a 
behind the scenes ‘concierge,’ Headwater is right there 
with their customers along every moment of their 
holiday. 
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Embrace the Tripadvisor generation

Travel brands must embrace a new world that’s 
fuelled by resourceful and adventure-hungry 
people.

Brands that meet people at instrumental moments 
during vacation planning, that delight and surprise 
them on their way, and offer the richest experiences 
during a trip will come out powerfully above those 
that don’t.
Connecting consumers with the long and short term 
benefits of an insurance product, and expanding 
services so that they are relevant and visceral (relate 
to the “now” moment) will help increase brand 
visibility, trust and loyalty and help to retain 
customers’ longer term.

It goes without saying that social media and 
Tripadvisor have dramatically levelled the playing 
field when it comes to booking experiences.

Seeking trusted advice which was previously limited 
to friends and family is now available instantly from 
peers around the world. We’ve become savvy 
enough to base a good portion of our travel choices 
on people we trust online, even if they are strangers. 
Many of us also use social media whilst vacationing 
to humbly brag about the sand between our toes.

With research from TripAdvisor showing a direct 
correlation between rating scores and occupancy, 
many holiday brands are investing more in 
marketing and social media to give visitors easy 
ways to buy products at the point when customers 
are reading reviews or surfing on Facebook.

Capitalising on the social trend, Starwood Hotels 
and Resorts leveraged Facebook to attract social 
media savvy customers by offering up special 
deals on an Exclusives page, a campaign run 
solely on their Facebook profile. The campaign 
generated over US$2 million in sales.

An industry that lives for adventure….

Tom Costley
Head of Travel and Tourism 
Kantar TNS UK

Tom has over 30 years’ experience in researching the 
travel, tourism and leisure sectors from both an 
agency and client perspective and is a regular 
speaker at industry conferences and seminars

Discover how brands are unlocking the power of the 
moment to find new growth opportunities – Sign up to 
get the latest insights from Kantar TNS
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The moment that… millennials rewrote 
the rules on car usage

June 2017

Once upon a time baby boomers were teenagers, 
the American dream was gold and owning a car 
was the ultimate status symbol. The automotive 
industry enjoyed limitless enthusiasm from its 
customers since so many important moments in 
their everyday lives depended on the freedom 
their vehicles provided.

Fast forward to now: a world of artificial intelligence, 
globalisation and urbanisation. Most young 
urbanites are tech-obsessed, air pollution is a health 
threat, and connection is achieved via smartphones. 
Owning a car lacks the appeal it once held: 
millennial’s passion now lies firmly with technology. 
as can be seen in their interest in pay per use 
models, immediacy, and the sharing economy. 

All of which is compounded by the limited spending 
power of some millennials. The rising costs of city 
living mean payments must be prioritised, often in 
monthly rhythms. As a result, the desire to own 
amongst this audience has been replaced by the 
desire to access goods and services. Twenty-
somethings tend to struggle to make ends meet 
each month, prioritising instant pleasure and 
sacrificing large purchases for more flexible models 
like rental or car sharing.

Yet these issues also create exciting opportunities. The 
ascendancy of the sharing economy has created an 
increasing number of car-pooling services, presenting 
a big opportunity for new brands and platforms to 
expand and democratise access to cars. 
Advancements in smartphone technology mean that 
mobile phones can now be integrated with cars and 
car sharing services.

The question is: how can automotive and mobility 
brands meet the needs of tech-savvy youngsters ‘in 
the moment’?

Today’s hyper-connectivity has enabled a deluge of 
fresh mobility solutions. The ‘on-demand economy’ 
has seen swarms of younger people adopting services 
like e-hailing through the likes of Uber, or car sharing 
via BlaBlaCar or Car2Go. In fact, our Mobility studies 
show that almost half of 18-29 year olds are keen to 
share their cars (compared to only 1 in 3 of over 40s) 
and 75% of urbanites are using mobility apps to 
organise or guide their journey.

1. Offer timely ride solutions
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In addition smartphone-first platforms are also 
developed by automotive brands, like the FordPass. 
These are innovative one-stop mobility apps that 
enable people to instantly find the right mobility 
solution the moment they need it. They represent a 
growing market that focuses on car ‘usage’ instead 
of ownership, giving brands an opportunity to start 
building a relationship with young people much 
earlier than traditional car ownership allows.

Payment models are changing too, since younger 
people tend to measure affordability on a monthly 
basis, rather than as a total price to pay. Auto brands 
are appealing to this mindset by extending leasing 
programmes for car usage almost everywhere, 
breaking the custom of ‘buying a car to own’ and 
replacing it with a monthly payment model 
demonstrating the impact this audience is having on 
the sector. 

BlaBlaCar goes one step further, leveraging a key 
moment for this audience (the need for a lift by 
match making those who need a ride with those 
offering one).

In this ad, they bring to life a moment that young 
people can relate to: being able to spend Valentine’s 
Day with their partner.

Hyper-connected millennials have very different 
needs to affluent baby boomers or their Gen X 
parents. Auto brands which design with these needs 
in mind and promote their product in a way that 
appeals to younger people, will reach this cohort. 

Indeed, demonstrating a car’s connectivity features 
when presenting a car improves sales and usage, 
especially amongst a younger audience. Smaller, 
digitally enabled cars for cities allow younger people 
to stay connected as they drive, meeting their 
infotainment needs, from sat-nav to Spotify, the 
moment they arise. Among the three main benefits 
of connected cars – improved safety, enhanced 
driving experience and infotainment, the latter 
appeals most to the younger audience.

The path to purchase for car buyers has evolved 
quickly in the last decade, with digital touchpoints 
challenging the role of dealer showrooms as the 
biggest influence on car buying decisions. Accordingly, 
our Connected Life study shows that 72% of 16-30 year 
olds already have their minds made up before entering 
a showroom to buy a new car.

Automotive brands must creatively reach people in 
other ways, by anticipating and tapping into the 
moments that matter preceding a purchase.

3. Digitise your showroom

They established a virtual showroom called ‘Live Store’, 
which allowed potential customers to view vehicles 
close-up from the comfort of their sofa, and ask 
questions of an expert wearing an eye-level camera. 

2. Introduce a ‘millennial-centric’ package
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Not only that, but the device allowed them to view 
accessories available on screen and book a test drive 
right there and then. The results were striking: 67% of 
video chats led to test drives.

Moving further down the purchase journey, Hyundai 
have gone a step further, allowing customers to buy a 
car with a simple click online, appealing to the 
millennial hunger for instant gratification in an on-
demand economy.

The automotive industry has responded to changing 
customer needs and a big challenge from technology 
with a period of intense innovation. From Nissan’s 
consumer-to-consumer online forum which responds 
to potential Leaf customer’s questions about this 
electric vehicle, to Chrysler ‘co-creation portal’, 
designed by millennials for millennials, manufacturers 
are rethinking product design and marketing for a 
tech savvy generation.

Brands must carefully define and target the key 
moments of interaction with these new audiences, 
responding to the ways younger people live, what they 
value and how they spend their money. They must not 
be afraid to push the boundaries of their business 
models with pioneering products and services that 
meet these changing needs.

Big challenges, huge opportunities

Guillaume Saint
Global Automotive Lead 
Kantar

Guillaume heads up the Global Automotive Practice 
supporting our global accounts and key local players 
to drive new growth.

Subscribe to our automotive blog to stay in touch 
with our latest automotive industry thinking.

Discover how brands are unlocking the power of the 
moment to find new growth opportunities – Sign up to 
get the latest insights from Kantar TNS
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The moment that... technology and 
snacking collided

June 2017

The snack food industry is well-versed in 
psychology. To be successful, a brand must know 
that we nibble not just to satisfy our basic 
hunger, but also our emotional needs. Snack 
food brands have historically positioned their 
products to predict and ‘be there’ at the moment 
of a range of emotional states: fatigue, self-
indulgence, comfort, boredom and pain.

But these moments are becoming increasingly 
‘noisy’. Snacking choices and consumption patterns 
are changing, challenged by an increasing focus on 
health. In 2016 38% of meals featured ingredients 
specifically chosen for health reasons) and, 
surprisingly, technology.

Think about it. When was the last time you sat down 
in front of the TV with just a bowl of popcorn in your 
hands? Or the last time you drowned your sorrows 
alone with a tub of ice cream after a bad day or 
break-up? Chances are these days you turn to your 
smartphone instead.

Our addiction to technology now tends to satisfy our 
psychological needs. Hands that are busy texting or 
gaming can’t reach for one’s favourite snack. 
Moments once spent deep in thought are 
interrupted by the call of social media. Globally, we 
spend on average 4.4 hours of our free time per day 
using a PC, laptop, tablet or mobile. 

Passive TV entertainment has given way to active 
engagement with multiple screens, presenting a real 
challenge to snack food manufacturers.  How can 
they navigate their customer’s snacking needs, in a 
more active and new technology-heavy context?

It’s time for snacking brands to re-think the moments 
to engage with a health conscious society. 

1. Cut through the noise...

To compete in a more stimulating environment, snack 
foods should ramp up the sensory hit they offer and 
understand the right moment to deliver it. Sharper 
flavours and formats can help cut through the noise 
at a moment when blander and more traditional 
snack foods might melt into the background. 
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A plethora of surprising, inventive flavours and 
textures are emerging to respond to the more 
adventurous palates of consumers. Increasing 
popularity of snacks like chilli chocolate, wasabi nuts 
and Bombay mix suggests people are lusting after 
harder-hitting, more exotic flavours. McCain’s have 
even created a potato scented bus stop to target 
hungry commuters, an example of the new trend in 
sensory based marketing.

McVitie’s Nibbles is a more game changing product 
innovation. The traditional biscuit in a smaller format 
facilitates sharing and plays on the senses in a way 
usually associated with ‘candy bites’.

Heritage cookie brand Oreo has traditionally kept to 
their staple black-cookie-with-creamy-centre 
product line. But as people crave ‘outside the box’ 
flavours more and more, Oreo has evolved to 
anticipate these moments to ensure customers don’t 
venture away in search of something more exciting. 
Instead of sticking to old comfort flavours, Oreo 
cookies now aim to surprise and delight their 
snackers, with new tastes such as popping candy 
and peanut butter.

2. Spot the moment ripe for product innovation

As people change their snacking behaviour, new 
opportunities arise for snack food brands to 
update and innovate around their product offers.

This could mean a very simple packaging format 
renovation, such as Walkers’ tear and share bag. 
Walkers effectively targeted ‘sharing’ moments 
with a handy design innovation that’s easier for 
groups of snackers to use.

Smart snack brands are also placing themselves front 
and centre, facilitating moments between people 
instead of simply seeking to enhance them. Creating 
an immersive experience where your snack is central to 
the moment instead of accompanying another activity 
can create positive emotional associations and real-life 
moments. This could be anything from creating a pop 
up shop, to releasing recipes which include your 
product. As long as you are centre stage.

Both brands effectively 
targeted the changing needs 
of consumers and re-thought 
the moments their product 
could be a part of, creating 
bold and unexpected 
products in response. 

3. Be the main event

Luxury chocolate brands, are turning rich and indulgent 
snacks into indulgent experiences through the Magnum 
Pleasure Café, facilitating real-life moments whilst 
placing their brand front and centre.
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4. Connect with today’s moments

The rules for snacking have changed: needs, wants 
and habits are evolving to suit today’s hyper-
connected and health conscious consumer. To 
reclaim some of the airtime lost to today’s 
customer’s lightning paced lives and addiction to 
technology, brands must understand the exact 
drivers that prompt us to pick up a bite to eat. 
Snack food brands who best understand our 
relationship with snacking, using deep insight to 
seize their unique moment, will cut through the 
noise.

Snacking has always been associated with real life 
touch points: a bag of Walkers Crisps with a packed 
lunch, or a KitKat during a break at work. However, 
consumers are becoming ever more time poor 
changing these needs and touchpoints. Building 
associations with new moments can create a habit, 
redefine a mealtime or associate you with a different 
lifestyle choice.  

Realising that many busy commuters skip 
breakfast, Belvita seized the moment to launch 
their breakfast biscuits, starting a trend that has 
been copied by many. By positioning their product 
in train station vending machines and designing 
something that is easy to eat on the go, the brand 
created a whole new snacking moment based 
around the morning dash to work. 

Metcalf’s Popcorn built credibility for its positioning 
as a healthy snack by collaborating with the Nike 
Women’s 10km race and provided their popcorn in 
a goody bag. A snack available at this crucial 
moment creates associations between healthy 
lifestyle choices and this low calorie snack, as well 
as benefitting from a brand ‘halo effect’.

A new, active era for snacking

Anjali Puri
Global Head of Qualitative, Kantar TNS

Anjali is responsible for developing Kantar TNS’s 
qualitative offer, providing clients with cross-cultural 
insights, and leading new thinking, particularly in the 
areas of consumer choices, behaviour change and 
social media.

Discover how brands are unlocking the power of the 
moment to find new growth opportunities – Sign up to 
get the latest insights from Kantar TNS

Mark Standley
FMCG Director, Kantar TNS UK

Mark is a marketing consultant working across 
research, innovation, and brand strategy. His 15 years 
working with snack food clients has led him to believe 
that to achieve growth in mature markets you must 
look in unexpected places.
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The moment that… subscription 
models disrupted beauty

July 2017

Beauty brands occupy a very special and intimate 
place in our hearts. The products we use on our 
bodies need to look, smell and feel just right. In 
the days before online shopping, experimentation 
happened in store or at specially curated events, 
opinion was garnered from friends, the retail 
environment and fragrance were vitally 
important in the sales process. Successful 
heritage companies could rely on their loyal 
customers who swore by their cosmetic lines, 
whilst new products had to work hard to be in the 
right shop at the right time.

Then, shopping moved online and everything 
changed. A favourite skin cream can now be ordered 
from a smartphone whilst watching Netflix, a new 
eyeshadow picked out during the morning commute. 
We became more exposed to global beauty trends, 
more concerned with makeup techniques for the selfie 
than the first date. Decisions that would once have 
been dictated by availability, friendly advice and 
alluring perfume are now made via online review and 
video.

Spotting the opportunity presented by the rise in ‘self 
gifting’, savvy beauty brands and retailers launched 
subscription services. And they exploded: nearly 40% of 
US online shoppers are now signed up to at least one 
(Source: Business Insider, 2014). As our lives became 
busier, services that protected our “me” time won out. 
Subscription models remove the need to make frequent 
trips to the store and create an indulgent unboxing 
moment when the package arrives.

The best new beauty brands are rethinking the 
moments they share with their customers entirely for 
the digital age. What are the keys to their success?

From birthdays, to Christmas, to an unexpected 
Valentine’s gift, a present in the post is exciting to 
receive. The anticipation and excitement of opening a 
beautiful gift creates a powerful moment between the 
gifter and receiver, replacing the traditional ‘smell and 
experiment’ moments experienced in store. Products 
that are beautifully packaged or lend themselves to 
online experimentation can create intrigue and drive 
sales.

Make unboxing a moment of pleasure
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These products also make great social media content. 
A Snapchat video capturing the moment an influencer 
opens a box full of self-gifted goodies can reach 
millions. The rising trend of visually arresting (and 
bizarre!) facemasks are perfect for showcasing on 
social and satisfy customers’ addiction to Instagram. 
Already popular on the market are ‘charcoal masks’ 
and ‘cloud masks.’

In a world where even the most obscure products are 
but a smartphone click away, beauty brands no longer 
need to secure in-store distribution to survive. This 
online era has paved the way for niche products to 
thrive, and to influence the mainstream. Niche 
demographics and cult beauty groups tend to stick 
together (especially online) and are more likely to 
champion their favourite luxury, novelty, cruelty free or 
vegan products. Companies who successfully engage a 
niche market will quickly see influential customers 
becoming enthusiastic brand ambassadors.

Beauty Pie takes a different approach, offering luxury 
skincare and makeup at “straight-off the production 
line prices” in stripped-back packaging. Just as 
effective and ironically, visually arresting, Beauty Pie 
caters to an audience that doesn’t buy into fancy 
packaging, but values what’s inside. The brand focus 
is still effectively on how the product looks (or doesn’t 
look) and creates the feel good moment of unboxing 
luxury-quality personal care. Beauty pie aptly attracts 
Instagrammers too, with very strong visuals on their 
feed and clever prompts to collect customer feedback. 

Stowaway’s ‘rightsizing’ cosmetics are designed to fit 
into a woman’s handbag, meaning she need never be 
short of everything she needs to complete her look.

A niche may not only mean targeting a special interest 
group. Identifying moments when mainstream 
consumers need a specific product or service can also 
bring dividends.

To satisfy the desire for indulgence, Birchbox has built 
its brand experience around the unboxing moment. 
Beautifully crafted beauty boxes are curated by 
influencers and beauty brands and contain five 
surprise premium products a month. A winning brand 
experience that their customers depend on each 
month and want to share. 

Don’t be afraid to target a niche

The shift to online beauty sales means access to key 
customer data: direct marketing just got a lot more 
exciting. Birthdays, seasons, weather changes, 
marriages - all are life moments that affect day-to-
day behaviour and could help build great customer 
relationships if brands targeted them directly. When 
done well, one-to-one marketing such as sending out 
tanning lotion on a hot week, or a favourite shade of 
eyeshadow on a birthday can create special moments 
and reinforce loyalty.

Subscription boxes from brands like Pink Parcel and 
Betty Box arrive at the start of a woman’s monthly 
cycle, helping to counteract a moment which often 
signals malaise. Boxes are ready-filled with sanitary 
products and treats such as tea, biscuits, chocolates, 
and cosmetics, appearing just when comfort is most 
needed.
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Create special moments with your most 
dedicated customers

In a world of online shopping, make-up selfies and 
subscription models, brands need to diversify 
enticing moments for customers. People now opt for 
photogenic eye-candy in place of their favourite 
fragrances. Subscription models present both an 
opportunity to cement relationships with customers 
over time and a tool for encouraging greater 
experimentation. The data they provide opens-up 
powerful opportunities on which new and more 
established brands to capitalise. However, the more 
competitive the market becomes, the more 
important it will be to target your customers directly 
and personally. By understanding the moments 
facilitated by different beauty products for different 
people, you can create a brand experiences that’s 
tailored exactly for your customer’s unique beauty 
needs. 

Social media managers have long known the value 
of nurturing an engaged community and there is 
much to learn from their model of special offers, 
sneak peaks and exclusive access to new products 
and services. Essentially, a subscription community 
is a valuable market research asset that can allow 
bigger brands and retailers to test out new ideas, 
whilst enabling moments that create new brand 
advocates.

Big retailers such as Walmart and Sephora include 
customers in brand testing and promotion, offering 
low cost samples and hosting in-store experiences 
with experts to test new products. Sephora’s 
subscription service catalyses personal moments by 
enticing people to real-life tutorials, helping to drive 
traffic in-store.

Online forums and informal focus groups with 
incentives are new and popular ways for brands to 
leverage and amplify customers’ love for products 
new and old. With the right platform to feedback 
and share their thoughts online, people can 
become powerful brand ambassadors for products 
they love, amplifying the brand message 
organically and providing valuable, no-nonsense 
reviews that inform many paths to purchase, 
especially with beauty products.

The waning importance of instore experience is 
redefining the moments we share with beauty 
brands

Emily Davidson
Director
Kantar TNS Global

Emily has over ten years’ experience delivering 
insights to personal care clients, focusing on brand 
strategy and integrated marketing

Discover how brands are unlocking the power of the 
moment to find new growth opportunities – Sign up to 
get the latest insights from Kantar TNS
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The moment that…there was a beverage 
for every occasion

July 2017

Modern life is fast, furious and unpredictable. 
The internet facilitates the travel of trends 
from one side of the globe to the other, 
inspiring experimentation leaving brands with 
a traditionally loyal fan base face in stiff 
competition.

The beverages sector is feeling the effects of a busier 
and more experimental customer base, whose 
needs change throughout the day. People might still 
select their favourite giant Starbucks to fuel the 
commute to work, but opt for a de-caffeinated flat 
white mid-afternoon, or a tea with friends as part of 
their mindfulness regime.

People’s drink preferences are also expanding as 
new products reach us from overseas, and brands 
expand their product ranges. Aloe Vera and coconut 
water have been hitting the shelves on high-street 
shops as demand for healthier options increases, 
whilst adult sparkling drinks may replace alcohol for 
the driver or dieter. Yet, manufacturers have little 
time to attract attention: decision making times are 
shorter and instead of sticking to traditional fizzy 
drink packaging, brands must create visual cues 
that reflect a more nuanced market and product 
offer.

As people's drinks preferences become less 
predictable and more adventurous, how can 
beverage brands meet people’s changing needs, in 
the moment?

In the midst of the societal shift towards healthier 
lifestyles, adult drinkers are increasingly embracing 
authentic, natural, honest and traditional flavours. 
Scepticism around ‘artificial flavouring and colours’, 
means these demand a sophisticated approach over 
the usual super-sweet, brightly coloured fizzy drinks. 
Brands must adapt to retain the health-conscious 
over 35 year olds, developing packaging and 
experiences that appeal to them in the moment.

Paper Boat Beverages in India creates indigenous 
drinks based on traditional recipes, such as green 
mango-based aam panna, tapping into people’s 
need for authenticity. Dressed in contemporary 
packaging to be an appealing off the shelf option, 
and suitable for drinking ‘on the go’, Paper Boat 
conveys sophistication and practicality, ensuring 
these drinks are an attractive option for thirsty office 
workers buying lunch.

Identify the moments relevant to people’s 
lifestyles
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Paper Boat’s ‘Drinks and memories’ campaign 
brings to life the drinks authenticity through the joy 
and reminiscence of people’s child-hood favourite 
fresh fruit.

PepsiCo’s ‘Stubborn Soda’ is an adult fizzy drink, 
offered in a variety of intriguing flavours like Black 
Cherry and Tarragon, Orange Hibiscus and Lemon 
Berry Acai. Designed to delight an adult palate, their 
refreshing flavours offer an alternative to alcohol 
during a careful decision to opt for a more health-
conscious drink at the pub, whilst hitting the same 
spot as an ice-cold glass of cider on a hot day.

Robinson’s new and compact SQUASH’D bottles are a 
great example of clever product innovation that’s 
tailored to modern moments. Robinson’s spotted their 
consumer’s desire to be healthier and consume more 
water throughout the day, and offered up a solution 
that’s more flavourful. SQUASH’D bottles are small 
and easy to carry, for active people to pick up and 
squeeze into their water anywhere, whether heading to 
the gym or from their work desk, making the brand 
relevant in more moments throughout the day.

Heritage brands can embrace new moments by 
staying true to their brand story, whilst offering new 
products tailored to contemporary moments, or 
identifying new moments when their product might 
thrive. As human needs and wants change, heritage 
brands can stay relevant by rethinking the moments 
when the things that customers love about their 
brand could be beneficial.

Rethink the moments that define you

In 2015, Lucozade embarked on a huge brand 
repositioning with its “Find your Flow” campaign, 
aiming to differentiate itself in a busy energy drinks 
category. The brand repositions itself to serve not 
just as a sickness cure or fuel for gym bunnies but 
also as a daily drink of choice for broader everyday 
moments that need a ‘pick me up’, whether it’s 
getting through a task at work or in between 
household chores.
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Identify your decisive moments

The “Meet me at Starbucks” campaign allowed 
consumers across the world to share real, unscripted 
moments that took place in Starbucks, such as 
birthday celebrations, business meetings, and first 
dates. They aptly bridged the gap between online and 
offline experiences and created contexts familiar to 
regular Starbucks customers; reinforcing customer 
love for those shared moments that happen over a 
coffee.

The rise of digital marketing has created incredible 
opportunities for brands to identify and target vital 
moments throughout the customer journey, from 
product placement near an online shopping list to in-
store retail encounters with a product. Brands that 
might have concentrated on ‘prestige moments’ with 
perceived influencers can now identify the less sexy, 
but arguably more important moments when sales 
are decided.

In a world of changing needs and increasing 
experimentation, brands must understand not only 
the needs and wants of their customers, but how 
those change at specific moments throughout the 
day. Brands that are prepared to adapt to the needs 
of their customers, rethinking their relationship to 
them and presenting attractive solutions to meet 
those needs, will find continued growth.

Jacqui Horsley 
Consultant Kantar TNS 

Jacqui has 16 years’ experience within Kantar, 
focused around understanding consumer habits 
within FMCG categories, with an interest in the 
beverage landscape and the motivations behind 
consumer choices.

Discover how brands are unlocking the power of the 
moment to find new growth opportunities – Sign up to 
get the latest insights from Kantar TNS
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Het moment waarop bankieren 
weer persoonlijk wordt

Sept 2017

Banken beseffen als geen ander dat ze over een 
ongekende rijkdom aan klantdata beschikken. 
Branches als FMCG, durables, energie en zelfs 
telecom zijn er jaloers op. En terecht. Maar hoe 
zet je deze goudmijn aan klantdata om in 
succesvolle proposities en een betere 
klantbeleving? 

Er zijn op dit vlak al successen te melden. Kantar TNS 
bedient wereldwijd tal van banken en dat geeft ons de 
bevoorrechte positie dat we onze Nederlandse relaties 
kunnen inspireren met toepassingen die elders in de 
wereld ontwikkeld zijn. Dit artikel brengt u 
voorbeelden uit Australië (Westpac), de UK 
(NatWest) en Zuid-Afrika (Capitec).

Banken kunnen hun positie op de retailmarkt 
versterken door optimaal in te spelen op 
frictiemomenten in de customer journey. En hun 
verbeterde propositie met veel communicatie te 
ondersteunen. NatWest Bank in de UK, onderdeel 
van RBS, is daar een fraai voorbeeld van. 

Deze bank heeft de filosofie omarmd “We are what we 
do” omdat het realiseerde dat merkbeleving in 
belangrijke mate bepaald wordt door de laatste 
ervaring van een klant met de bank. Om die ervaring te 
optimaliseren hebben ze de mobile cash facility 
mogelijk gemaakt: geld pinnen zonder bankpas maar 
met je smartphone, want die heb je immers altijd bij je. 
Dat hebben ze met de volgende commercial 
geïntroduceerd:

Mobile cash is op zich niet uniek in de wereld (sterker 
nog, mobile cash met een QR code is mogelijk nog 
handiger en sneller). Het gaat er hier evenwel om dat 
NatWest erin slaagde om zich nadrukkelijk te 
positioneren als een bank die oog heeft voor een 
herkenbare frictie én daar een oplossing voor heeft. Je 
hoeft dus écht niet de eerste ter wereld te zijn om een 
frictie op te lossen en je merk te versterken. 

Optimaliseer de klantreis.
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Banken (en niet alleen banken) zijn na de 
kredietcrisis een decennium bezig geweest om hun 
vertrouwen bij het publiek te herwinnen. Dat heeft 
geleid tot een groeiende focus op hun purpose. Nu 
zou je denken dat het aanbieden van mobiel en 
digitaal bankieren daar niet bij kan helpen; het is 
immers een sanitaire voorwaarde. Toch is een bank 
in Zuid-Afrika zo slim geweest om dat wél te doen en 
er de strijd met de grootbanken mee is aangegaan. 
Capitec positioneerde zich met “Bank better to live 
better”  niet alleen als een prijsvechter maar vooral 
ook als een bank die bankieren simpel maakte. En 
vergis je niet, Zuid-Afrika loopt op het continent 
voorop als het om digitaal en mobiel bankieren gaat. 

Een volledig inzicht in de customer journey van 
individuele klanten maakt het mogelijk een 
gepersonaliseerd aanbod van producten en diensten 
op het juiste moment te offreren. Maar hoe doe je dat 
als die customer journey zich over verschillende 
kanalen en touchpoints beweegt? De Australische bank 
Westpac ontwikkelde hier zelf een platform voor onder 
de naam Symphony. Voor degenen die niet zo bekend 
zijn met Westpac: het is een van de grotere 
Australische banken. En met groot bedoelen we echt 
groot; de marktwaarde is vergelijkbaar met die van 
Goldman Sachs. 

Natuurlijk biedt deze commercial niet het volledige 
beeld van wat Capitec haar klanten biedt. Laten we 
naar de resultaten van de bank kijken. Capitec telt 6 
miljoen klanten en krijgt er iedere maand 120.000 bij 
(!). Daar kunnen Europese banken alleen maar van 
dromen. Let wel: deze bank heeft 800 kantoren, dus 
biedt veel meer dan digitale dienstverlening. De 
bank is al twee jaar achter elkaar verkozen tot de 
beste bank in de Global Bank Quality Benchmark 
(uit een totale lijst van wereldwijd 100 banken). En 
staat uiteraard bovenaan de Zuid-Afrikaanse lijst 
van banken als het gaat om klanttevredenheid. Dat 
maken ze allemaal waar met lage tarieven: 90% van 
de klanten betaalt minder dan € 3 per maand.

Symphony stelt de bank in staat om individuele 
behoeftes te voorspellen en klanten dus proactief 
tegemoet te treden. Het biedt bankmedewerkers op 
individueel niveau inzicht in het gebruik van:

• geldautomaten
• email
• SMS/whatsapp
• direct mail
• online banking
• mobile banking
• directe communicatie met client facing

medewerkers (bankkantoor en call centre)

Definieer je purpose. En handel ernaar.

Dankzij dit inzicht heeft iedere bankmedewerker een 
volledig inzicht in alle recente contacten die een klant 
met de bank via bovenstaande kanalen heeft gehad. 
Dit totaalbeeld maakt het mogelijk om de klant veel 
beter te bedienen dan wanneer dit allemaal nog in 
silo’s plaatsvond en hij/zij telkens opnieuw uit moest 
leggen wat de aanleiding is om contact op te nemen. 

Westpac heeft nu met ca. 90% van haar relaties een 
klantconversatie op maat, terwijl dit slechts 40% 
bedroeg voordat Symphony geïntroduceerd werd. De 
bank overweegt ook van iBeacons gebruik te gaan 
maken zodat klanten op het moment van 
binnenkomst bij een kantoor al begroet kunnen 
worden (al zal dit een opt-in feature worden).

Naadloze integratie van multi-channel customer 
interacties.
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Deze drie voorbeelden laten zien dat er voor 
banken (en andere financiële dienstverleners) 
veel momenten zijn te vinden waarop zij hun 
klanten beter en persoonlijker kunnen bedienen. 
En dit hoeven geen technologische hoogstandjes 
en noviteiten te zijn, maar kan ook door 
slimmere combinaties van data die al in huis is.

Reg van Steen
Senior Client Director
Kantar TNS

Reg van Steen helpt al meer dan twintig jaar 
organisaties met het bereiken van hun 
(marketing)doelstellingen. Reg is gespecialiseerd in 
onderzoek voor financiële dienstverleners en op 
business-to-business markten.

Dit artikel is een bewerking van 'The moment that banking got 
personal' door Chris Brown van Kantar TNS UK
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